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1. It is wellknown in classical mathematics that @spaces of an arbi- 
trary dimension can be constructed by proceeding from a given index 
set of the required cardinality. In intuitionism; all index sets which can 
be expressed by means of spreads and have a cardinality greater than 
that of the sequence of natural numbers are also endowed with a natural 
topology with respect to which every full function has to be continuous. 
This fact gives rise to considerable difficulties in the formulation of the 
intuitionist analogues of such classically inseparable spaces. These diffi- 
culties were resolved in [6], Ch. 4, and an intuitionist definition of an 
12-space on a spread index set was given. We consider here Lhe problem 
of determination of the dual and normed dual of such spaces. For all 
relevant definitions of the notions in intuitionist functional analysis we 
refer to [lo]. 
In case of a space of sequences, the nth component of a vector f will 
be denoted by f(n), i.e., f =(f(l), f(2), . ...) = (f(n))ccl. We shall use in this 
article the fan L whose direction consists of two nodes of order one, 
and each node in it containing only 1’s has exactly two immediate de- 
scendants, while each node in which a 2 occurs somewhere has exactly 
one immediate descendant. 
We introduce the following concise notation. A node p of order 
n=ml+m2+ . . . nzzr which consists of ml l’s, followed by rn2 2’s, followed 
by rn3 l’s, . . . will be denoted by lm12Wm3 . . . 2mz~: nodes of other forms 
(e.g., beginning with a 2, or ending with a 1) are denoted similarly. If p 
is the node 17~27~ . . . lm27--12%r and p’ its descendant 
1m12mz . . . lm2r--12m2rlm2r+l . . . lmzsfl 
then we shall also write p’=plmw12%r+2 . . . lmzs+1. Instead of arrows, 
we shall always consider the corresponding sequences of last constituents 
of nodes, and denote them by lm12mzlnt3 . . . . In case a sequence a is of 
the form 1%2mzlw . . . 2mwlll . . . . We shall briefly write lmi2fWm3 . . . 
. . . 2rn2rlW, or even pl* where p denotes the node lm12mz . . . 2m2~. 
2. The following definitions are being reproduced from ([6], ch. 4). 
A function f which assigns a unique complex number f(a) to each arrow 
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in a subspecies D(f) of a spread S is called discretely pth power summable 
on S if it has the following properties: 
(a) corresponding to each natural number k, a finite species Qk= &k(f) 
of mutually apart elements of D(f) can be indicated such that Qk 
is contained in Qk+r for each I%, 
(b) for each natural number m, &&k+m-&k If(a)lP<2-k, 
(c) if b is an element of D(f) w ic is apart from each element of Qk h’ h 
then If(b) Iv < 2-k. 
Fig.1. The fan L 
The union Q(f) of all the &k(f) w x is a species of mutually apart h’ h 
elements of D(f) has the property that if an element b of D(f) is apart 
from Q(f) then f(b) = 0: being apart from Q(f) implies being apart from 
each Qk and so /f(b) 1~ < 2-k for each k which entails that f(b) = 0. For a 
given Q(f) associated with the function f, the function which is defined 
to be equal to f(a) at each arrow a of Q(f), and to be equal to zero at 
each arrow apart from Q(f), is termed a completion of f: evidently a 
completion of a discretely pth power summable function is again a dis- 
cretely pth power summable function. Two discretely pth power summable 
functions are coincident if it is possible to indicate a function which is 
a completion of both. The property of coinciding with a given discretely 
pth power summabl e f unction constitutes a species called a vector of 1s~: 
the species of vectors is the space 1,~. In general, apart from trivial cases, 
it is a non-linear normed space with llfl] = (x ac:~Cf) jf(a)lP)l/P. In particular, 
ZLB cannot be a linear space. 
3. Given any f in lhp, a completion of f is defined on every sequence 
of the type a= ln-12 lm(n> 1). For, for any k, it can be judged whether 
a= In-12 la . is in Qk or is outside Qe. We define OCR = f (a) in the first case, 
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but OIR= 0 in the second case. Now the value of the desired completion 
off at the sequence a can be taken to be limk-,m ok, which limit exists as 
j~lk--ak+~j <Z-k@ for any m> 0, in virtue of the condition (c) in the 
definition of a discretely pth power summable function. 
For any f in Z,P, we can form the vector f^ given by f(lm-12 l”)= 
==f(l”-12 loo )(n> 1) and f(1”) = 0; so that ljpl/ Z+ Ilfl/. The species of all 
such f^Q is obviously isomorphic to 1~ : We shall denote it by ,@. For any 
a in L, we define the basic vector e, as the one for which es(a) = 1, while 
e,(b) =0 for any b apart from a. 
@ being a full linear functional defined on lop’, we denote @(elk-1s 1~) 
by g(E). Considering @ as a full linear functional on ,!p, which is isomorphic 
to lp, we conclude that g lies in bq, i.e., z:, Ig(; is bounded. 
Denoting @(ea)=y(a), ye is full on L, so that, given any Ic, a sector 
containing 1” in L can be indicated such that /y(a) - y(l”)l < 2-k for any 
a in this sector, i.e., y(l+i2 loo) =g(n) converges to y( loo) =z. 
We now prove that x is equal to zero. Assume that z is apart from zero ; 
so that there exists a natural number Ic such that /z/ >2-k+l. As g(n) 
converges to x an N(k) can be indicated such that Ig(n+ m)/ > /xl-2-k 2 
>2-k+l---“=2-k for any n>N(k) and m>O. Hence XT, Ig(i)jq>m2-kq 
for every m>O, so that z??, /g( i 4 cannot be bounded, which is a contra- )I 
diction, Hence x cannot be apart from zero, i.e., x is equal to zero. Thus 
we have proved that zz”=, /g( i q is bounded and g(n) tends to zero as n )I 
tends to co; and also @(elm) =0 for any full linear functional @. 
We now introduce the space bo” consisting of all those vectors of bp 
which are also in CO. The quasi-norm of bp will &o be used in hop. With 
this notation, we have proved that to each full linear functional @ on I$‘, 
a vector g of bog can be assigned. 
Conversely, let any vector g of b@ be given, we shall show that it de- 
termines a full linear functional on ZLP. We define y( ln-12 1”) =g(n), then 
y can be extended to be full on L as follows: for any sequence a of 1’s 
and 2’9 extracted from L, we can indicate sequences of the form 14-12 1” 
which converge to a as n tends to 00. For example, k, can be determined 
by the following procedure : Ic, = m if a 2 occurs in the node of order n - 1 
of a, and the first 2 occurs at the mth place, while E,=n if no 2 occurs 
in the node of order n- 1 of a. Now, y( lkn-12 103) =g(&), so that 
from which the convergence of g(&) as n tends to 00 follows, since g(n) 
converges to zero as n tends to 00, we put y(a)= lim,, g(r%,). For basic 
vectors e,, we define @(ea)=y(a). If f is any vector in the closed unit 
sphere of ZLP, then 
@( askf(a) e,) = a$f(a) YCa) converges a’ ’ + O”. 
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For, 
c If(a) YWI > t c If(~)lV’~( 2 Iwt~)I*P~ =P 
“E%?-m-% as%+m-Qk a~‘-%+m-Qk 
zk Fk’* ( 2 lyta)lQ)l’“, 
~~Qret-m-Qk 
Holder’s inequality being applicable because all the elements in &k+m. 
are mutually apart. However, we can indicate an N such that Iy(cc)l~r< l/ 
(the number of elements in &k+m- &k) whenever the node of order iV of 
a consists entirely of l’*. We can write 
c hJ@)P= I: Iwt~)Iq+ 2 Iwb4l” 
aaQk+m-% ar(Qk+m-Qkb--P(l~) aE(Qk+m-Qk) n J’(lx) 
(where PIN) =the sector dominated by the node lN), and this is 
iv+1 N-i-1 
> 2 jy(l”-12 l”)lv- 
i=l G(Qk+m-Q]c)-P(lN) 
where Cq is any bound of zE1 jg(i)jq, so that we obtain 
2 If(a) y(a)\ > 2-ycq+ 1p. 
aaQk+m-Qk 
Thus we have proved that g of b@ determines a full linear functional 
CD on lop. Hence we have proved 
THEOREM I. (@)* = b& 
4. We now wish to determine the normed dual space of ZIP. Let @ 
be a full normed linear functional on ZL~. However, every normed linear 
functional CD of ZL~ is a normed linear functional of !p. For, firstly, jl@jI 
is obviously a bound of di on the closed unit sphere of ip,. Secondly, given 
any natural number k, a vector f in the closed unit sphere of ZLp can be 
indicated such that I@(f)] > Jj@jl -2-k. If we now prove that G(f) = @(f^) 
where f^ is the vector of ZLP corresponding to f constructed above, then 
this will establish that II@]] is even the supremum of @ on the closed unit 
sphere of ip. We know that (TV= &Q, f(a)y(a) converges to Q(f), while 
6, = x=, f( It-12 l“‘)y(l+12 1”) converges to Q(p), so that given any k, 
we can indicate an n=m(k), an N 4?(k), and a natural number m such 
that loj-Q(f)] <2-k whenever j>N(k) and l&j--@(I)\ <2-k whenever 
i > N(k)> Iw(a)l < 2-k/( number of elements in Q%(k)) for all those o which 
lie in P(IN), and If(a)] <2-(n(k)+m)‘p<2-k/N(k) sup jy(“)I for all a apart 
from &n(k)+m. We can write cn. = o;+ CJ~, where 
a;= z: 
aeQn(k)-P(lN) 
f(a)w(ah eF,(, (k)+m$ (k))-p(lN)ft4 Y@)> a:= 
n 12 
= c fWw(4 
ae(~-P(lW--&nuc)+m 
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from which it is obvious that ok= &i. Therefore we have 
However, 
I& = I C 
aE Qmw n P(IN) 
f(a) w(4l >acQn(~np,lfl, IwW <w as If(a)I =P 1, 
I&l = / 2 f(a) w(a)1 =P 
ac(Qn(k)+m-Q~.(k)-*(l~) 
and 
sup Y(o) l.2 If(a)I > 2-k> 
ac(Qn(k,+m-Qn(k))-P(l~, as(Qn(k,+rn-Qn(k,)-P(11~, 
IdI;;I=[ c f(a)w(a)l =P c If( Iw@)l > 
-(~-P(lq)-Qm(k)+m ~~(~-P(l~))-Qlzvc,+wz 
sup IY@)l 2 If( < sup IY(~)l~Wlf(~)l <P. 
a~(~-P(~~))-Qn(lc,+rn ae(L-J-‘(lq-Qm+m 
Thus we have ION-- G.N/ > 3.2-k. Hence 
I@(f) - @(!)I = l@(f) -on+ &-&v+&v-Q(f)] k I@(f)-&1 t 
Io,-&,r/+IBN-@(f)I =p 2@+3.2-k+24 + 5.2-k. 
As k is arbitrary, this implies that Q(f) =@(f”). 
Conversely, if g lies in Zg, then a fortiori it lies in bog, so that it determines 
a full linear functional @ on ZLP, which possesses a supremum //@I/ on the 
closed unit sphere of iv. This /I@lj is a bound of @ even on the closed 
unit sphere of HLP, since if l/fil > 1, then Ilf^lj > I[//[ L+ 1, so that I@(f)\= 
= I@(f^)l > /I@,jl. The proof of the fact that jl@// is even the supremum on 
the closed unit sphere of ZLP follows from the fact that it is the supremum 
on the closed unit sphere of lp which is contained in the former. Thus 
we have proved 
THEOREM II. (2~p)'=Zq. 
5. Taking X= BF (where BF denotes the binary fan), we shall de- 
termine the dual space of b&. Given any sequence (a= (al, as, as, . . . of 
l’s and 2'5 extracted from the binary fan, we can indicate sequences 
a(n) = (al, a2, . . . . an, bn, b,, bn, . . . ) where b,=l if an+l=2, b,=2 if an+i=l. 
Each cc(“) is apart from a and it converges to a in the natural topology 
of BP. We construct the space &, of all those f in l& which are defined 
on all of a(i), a(s), . . . and vanish at all elements of BP apart from all of 
a(l), ac2), . . . . For this, it follows that r=, jf(a(“))lp converges. As & is 
isomorphic to lp, to the given full linear functional @ on &, there corre- 
sponds a vector g of bq such that g(n) =@(e&). Denoting @(e,) =y(c) 
for any sequence f of 1 ‘S and 2's extracted from BF, y is full on BP, 
15 Indagationes 
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so that it is continuous on it and hence y(a(fi)) converges to y(a). Now 
it can be proved exactly as above that y(a)=O. Hence, y(a) is zero for 
all a extracted from BY’, i.e., @ vanishes identically for any f belonging 
to l& which proves 
THEOREM III. (Z&)* = the null space, (0). 
The proof of the fact that (I&)* = (0) follows by the same reasoning, 
where UX is the universal spread. 
6. We remark in passing that the definition of the “second space” 
in [6], ch. 4, $ 3 is illusory. It suffers from a fundamental ambiguity which 
cannot be removed. In fact, if the sequences a, b, c extracted from BP 
coincide upto a certain node of order N, while f = 2e,, g= eb+ e,, then 
the definition does not permit us to state whether f and g differ by 0 
upto the nodes of order N, or they differ by l/z upto the nodes of order N. 
As it is set forth (lot. cit.), one ought to say that f and g differ by v-2 
upto the nodes of order i?, while it is equally natural to say that they 
differ by zero. 
I wish to express my most sincere thanks to Dr. Ashvinikumar for his 
valuable guidance and critical supervision throughout the preparation of 
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